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a new
door opens
Having outgrown the Children’s Services Center at
Lakeview Center, we embarked on a new project in
December 2010. We broke ground on a new
$6 million facility that houses comprehensive
care in one location. Edna Williams, director of
Children’s Behavioral Health Services, said it best:
“It is extremely important that we provide services
in a facility where families feel supported and
welcomed. That starts at the front door.”
The “front door” now leads into a three-story,
48,600-square-foot center that is located on the
main campus and provides much-needed services
for about 5,000 children and their families each
year. Services include psychiatric care; individual
and family counseling; infant mental health services for at-risk children younger than age 5; and
intensive outpatient programs of support and treatment for children with serious mental illnesses.
The first floor houses a school for children
with mental health and behavioral issues. The
second floor is the center for all of Lakeview’s
outpatient services for children, including case
management, child psychiatry and counseling.
FamiliesFirst Network will have offices on the
center’s third floor.
Providing outpatient children’s services in a
single location enhances comfort and convenience
to provide patients and families the care they
deserve.
I want to thank everyone who helped make
this project happen, especially our generous donors. Your gifts will help children, families and the
community for years to come.
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an update on

for the record

healthy habits

for you and your family

ProActivity PAys off
Thanks to early screenings, survivors of
colorectal cancer have increased over the past
20 years, to more than 1 million survivors nationwide. Your action plan: talk to
your doctor if you have a family history of colon
issues; schedule a colonoscopy if you’re older
than 50; and at any age, eat lots of vegetables, fruits and whole grains.
source: American Cancer society

Weight loss surgery
saves lives
A study of patients who had bariatric weight

YogA’S energY benefiT

loss surgery shows that the procedure helps

Cancer-related fatigue affects up to
of breast cancer survivors, but yoga seems
to help. After three months of twice-weekly
yoga classes, a group of breast cancer survivors in California reported significantly less
fatigue and more “vigor” than a control group,
according to research published in the
journal cancer.

shed pounds and also may prevent cardio-

33%

new knees, please
The rate of knee replacement surgery for
males and females 45-64 years old was
about 2.5 times higher in 2009 than in
1997. The male rate increased 144%, and
the female rate rose 157%. A contributing
factor: baby boomers are more active than
past generations as they age.
source: Health Care Cost and utilization Project

vascular disease. The study, published in
the Journal of the American Medical As-

To protect your skin, wear sunscreen, seek shade — and
keep an eye on the uV index,
a measurement of the amount
of ultraviolet rays reaching the
earth’s surface during an hour
around noon that is included
in most weather forecasts. The
higher the number, the greater
the risk for your skin.

• Children should never be passengers
on riding mowers, even when the
blades are shut off.
• Only responsible adults who have
read the manual should drive the
machine.
• Use extreme care when backing up
or approaching shrubs, trees or
other objects that may block your
view of a child.

associated with a

53% reduction in

deaths from heart attack and stroke and a

30% lower incidence of these events.
Drink up

when it’s hot
when temperatures rise,
drink more liquid than your
thirst indicates — regardless of your activity level.
during heavy exercise in a
hot environment, drink
ounces of cool fluids
each hour. avoid drinks
with alcohol; they will
actually cause you to lose
more fluid.

16

WAlking The WAlk
family habits play a key role in battling childhood obesity, according to the Alliance for a
healthier generation. This spring, get your
family moving by emphasizing simple physical activities, such as after-dinner family
walks and chores. for more ideas, visit
www.healthiergeneration.org.
broughT To You bY geT heAlThY PenSACol A!
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PrACtiCe
sun sAfety

When ride is Wrong:
Mowers and kids

Buckle up

for Your bAbY-To-be

The American Academy of family
Physicians offers these suggestions
for pregnant moms who are traveling
by car:

• Wear your seat belt properly, with
the lap belt beneath your belly and
the shoulder strap positioned
between the breasts and to the
side of the belly.
• Move your seat back as far as possible if you have airbags. Tilt the
seat to give your belly more space.
• If you aren’t driving, sit in the back
seat.
• Always see your doctor immediately
after a car accident, even if you
don’t feel like you are hurt.
gulf Coast health & life
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better care

‘I’m not
a victim
anymore’

sexual assaulT is an epidemic,
buT survivors can heal wiTh The
help oF caring proFessionals.

The sTaTisTics are shocking: in Florida, nearly 1 in 6
women has suffered rape or attempted rape and 42 percent have experienced other forms of sexual violence. twenty percent of men in the state
have been victims of sexual violence other than rape. the problem is so
pervasive — not only in Florida, but nationwide — that “it’s best
described as an epidemic,” according to erika Smith, a licensed
marriage and family therapist and certified trauma specialist
with Lakeview center’s rape crisis/trauma recovery center.
It’s important for survivors to know that help is
available, whether the attack took place long ago or
more recently. elisalynn brown is testament to that hope.
brown, 37, is a gymnastics instructor in Niceville, Fla. at around age 6,
while her military family was stationed in the Philippines, she was molested
by a family friend. “that incident started a domino effect that would
negatively alter my decision-making for the next 30 years,” says brown, who
is married with one son and three stepchildren. brown grew up addicted
to drugs, went through a “revolving door” of recovery and relapse, and was
raped as an adult. She finally went to Lakeview to get sober and then started
counseling with Smith. “I knew I needed to address my sexual trauma. this
helped explain my self-destructive behavior,” brown says.
Lakeview offers a variety of services, including a 24-hour rape crisis
hotline, licensed counselors who provide individual, group and family
therapy, and even adjunct wellness treatments such as karate. and because
the center is grant-funded, all these services are free of charge for patients.
“When patients take advantage of all the resources available here, and
through Lakeview center, they address all their concerns at the same time
and it gives them the best chances for recovery,” says Smith.
Last fall, brown “graduated” from therapy. Her life now is “amazing and blessed” she says. “I’ve learned that I can control my thoughts and
behavior and I’m not a victim anymore.”
april is National Sexual assault awareness Month, and Smith wants
survivors of assault to be aware that her center is ready to help. Many of her
clients say treatment has made a significant difference in their lives. Just ask
elisalynn brown. “You don’t have to be ashamed, and what happened is not
your fault,” brown says. “Your life can get better.”

4

taking off at the 2 011
run for their lives 5k

run To raise awareness 5k

The 5th Annual Run for Their Lives 5K, held to help raise
awareness of sexual assault, will be held Saturday, April 21,
8 a.m., at Pensacola Beach. The event begins and ends at the
Casino Beach parking lot. There will be food, live music, an
awards ceremony and more following the 5K run. To register,
or for more information, visit eLakeviewCenter.org, call
850.469.3942 or email Erika.Smith@bhcpns.org.

to find out more

to get help or learn more, call 850.469.3800, or call
the Lakeview Center’s 24-Hour rape Crisis Hotline:
850.433.7273 (rAPe); or visit eLakeviewCenter.org.

spring 2012
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great health care,
right next door

better care

get first-rate
mediCal Care —
Without traveling
to a big City

atmore communit y hospital

When it Comes to health Care, small Can be
beautiful. that’s true for residents of rural north Florida and south
alabama, who have their own community hospitals. though small by
city standards, they specialize in comprehensive and advanced health
care services, delivered with a smile by medical professionals who have
local roots.
In alabama, atmore community Hospital is a 49-bed hospital
serving atmore and surrounding communities. the hospital provides
inpatient, outpatient and intensive care services; a fully-staffed emergency room 24 hours per day; urgent care for minor illnesses and injuries;
surgical services; heart and vascular care; short-term nursing care; home
health care; a sleep disorders center; diagnostic imaging; laboratory
services; and physician specialists.
“acH provides many highly advanced technologies,” says John
tucker, vice president and administrator of atmore community Hospital. “there is often the perception that ‘bigger is better’ in health care,
but with access to most of the same technologies as larger facilities, our
quality and outcomes are comparable to — and often better than —
their outcomes.”
In northwest Florida, Jay Hospital, a 55-bed hospital serving the
town of Jay and surrounding north Florida and south alabama communities, provides inpatient, outpatient and intensive care services; a fully
staffed emergency room 24 hours per day; surgical services; diagnostic
imaging; laboratory services; and a specialty care clinic with specialists in
cardiology, orthopaedics, urology, gynecology and many others.
“the majority of our employees and physicians are local residents,
so we know our patients and each other well,” says Mike Hutchins,
administrator at Jay Hospital. “We work hard at maintaining a family

Jay hospital

environment with a hometown touch, and we place a priority on ensuring high levels of patient satisfaction. It is a well-ingrained aspect of our
culture of service excellence.”
and should you need more advanced care, the fact that these hospitals are part of baptist Health care assures that patients can be seamlessly
transferred, via ground ambulance or LifeFlight helicopter, to baptist
Hospital in Pensacola.
Most patients, though, never have to leave home. and that’s a
comfort. “a small community hospital has the ability to create a more
comfortable and friendly atmosphere for patients,” says atmore’s tucker.
“Our dedicated staff treats all of our patients like family.”

Renowned Rehab

Both Atmore and Jay hospitals feature rehabilitation programs
coordinated by the Andrews Institute for Orthopaedics & Sports
Medicine (TheAndrewsInstitute.com/Rehabilitation). Trained physical,
occupational and speech therapists use specialized equipment
to treat surgery, stroke and joint replacement patients, as well as
those with orthopaedic injuries. “We work closely with local doctors
as well as the experts at Andrews,” says Greg Petty, director of the
Jay clinic. Adds Brittany Martin, director of the Atmore clinic, “Since
we have access to all of Andrews’ resources, patients don’t have to
travel. They can get quality care right here.”

to find out more

to learn more about services at Atmore Community
Hospital, visit AtmoreHospital.org or call 251.368.2500.
to learn more about services at Jay Hospital, visit
JayHospital.org or call 850.675.8000.
gulf Coast health & life
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better care

beFore you
dig into
springtime
planting,
think about
how to best
tend your
health.

feel-good
gardening
For some people, the balmy breezes and golden
sunshine of a Gulf Coast spring mean just one thing: Get out the garden
tools! And that’s a healthy impulse. Research shows that gardening provides numerous health benefits, from hand strength to stress relief.
For the biggest payoff, though, gardeners need to take precautions as they would with any other physical outdoor activity, according
to doctors at Baptist Medical Group. “We see everything in
urgent care, from rose thorn splinters to minor chain saw
injuries,” says Richard Russo, M.D., urgent care specialist at Baptist Medical Park - Nine Mile. “People fall off
ladders, step in holes, and strain and twist their back
lifting heavy bags of mulch and such.” Fortunately, all
of that is avoidable. Try these expert tips for a safer
springtime:

build in breaks. “Fatigue can
lead to carelessness and injury,” Dr. Russo says. “When you
get tired, take a break. If you don’t use a chain saw often, for
6
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if you have arthritis …

Rachel Williams Brown, M.D., a rheumatologist with Baptist Medical Group, highly
recommends gardening for her patients with
ar thritis. “I say, ‘play in the dir t,’” she says
with a laugh. “The action of digging and moving dir t is therapeutic for the hands. Gardening
is a good way to move, you can exer t as much
energy as you want, and it’s not time sensitive, so you can stop if you’re tired. The key is
moderation; listen to your body.”
Dr. Brown encourages ar thritis patients
to use a seat for gardening, instead of kneeling or squatting. If that is too challenging, she
suggests container gardening. There are special garden tools made just for patients with
ar thritis, Dr. Brown says. If you have question,
consult your rheumatologist or primar y care
doctor for more information.

example, you should limit yourself to only a few minutes at a time. It’s surprising how heavy and dangerous that saw gets in a minute or two.” (Wear
proper eye protection every time you use any type of power tool, he adds.)

Prevent burns and bites. “A protective hat and sunscreen are always recommended, even on a cloudy day, to
prevent sunburn,” Dr. Russo says. “Of course, watch out for snakes coming
out of hibernation in spring. To stop biting bugs, a repellent with DEET is a
good idea. And try to avoid plants you may be sensitive to, like poison ivy. If
you get an itchy rash, try an antihistamine such as Benadryl.”
stretch. “If you’ve been sedentary all winter, start stretching a few weeks before you start working outdoors. Go for walks, do knee
bends, loosen up and get your body in better shape,” says Richard Matthews,
M.D., a family medicine specialist in Gulf Breeze.
Lift smart. Dr. Matthews says that the most common complaint he sees is back and joint pain from lifting heavy objects and twisting.
“I know what that’s like; I ruptured a disc in my back lifting bags of fertilizer
and peat,” he admits. He recommends what he calls his “little tricks:” Use a
small wheelbarrow or dolly to move objects and a small, low bench to sit on
while working. “Squatting for long periods of time is bad for the knees and
back and can cause injury over time,” he warns.

go native!

These pl anTs grow
well in The region
and provide a big
impacT for your
yard:

Coral honeysuckle,
or trumpet vine: This
high-climber blooms
all year— and the more
sun it gets, the more it
blooms. Hummingbirds
love its clusters of tubular flowers.

outsmart aLLergies. Exposure to pollen
can make your nose run and your eyes water. Antihistamines can
help. Also try this tip from Munira Mian, M.D., a family medicine
and pediatric physician on Scenic Highway in Pensacola: “When you
come back indoors, rinse your nose out with an over-the-counter
nasal rinse,” she says. “That will flush away the pollen.”
Asthma sufferers need to be sure they’re taking maintenance
medications before they venture outdoors, Dr. Mian says. “And
always keep rescuer meds handy in case of a flare-up,” she adds.
Finally, enjoy gardening at your leisure. “Don’t try to do too
much all at one time,” Dr. Matthews advises. “Pace yourself. Make a
plan to work only a few hours at a time over a couple of weeks. Not
only is it safer, it makes gardening a whole lot more fun.”
To FInd ouT more

If you suffer a minor illness or injury from gardening or any
springtime activity, seek medical attention from a Baptist
medical group primary care physician or urgent care office. To find one near you, visit Baptistmedicalgroup.org
Richard Russo, M.D., Richard Matthews, M.D., and Rachel Williams Brown, M.D.,
are employees of Baptist Medical Group, an affiliate of Baptist Health Care.

Coreopsis, also known
as “ tickseed,” blooms
profusely in the early spring and then
becomes a green ground
cover. It does best in
full-day sun and is Florida’s state wildflower.

stokesia (stokes aster) likes the sun. It
has a beautiful, manypetaled purple flower
in the spring and early
summer, af ter which it
becomes an attractive
ground cover.

Source: BeTH Bolles, HorTICulTure agenT, unIversITy oF FlorIda InsTITuTe oF Food and agrICulTural sCIenCes, esCamBIa CounTy exTensIon
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better care

a surgical
solution for

heARtbuRN
— without
incisions
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FoR the mIllIoNS oF
AmeRIcANS dIAGNoSed
wIth chRoNIc AcId
ReFlux, the INcISIoNleSS
tIF PRoceduRe oFFeRS
AN e xcelleNt SolutIoN.
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AF TER THE PROCEDURE, ACID REFLUX NO LONGER
LIMITS WHAT PATIENTS CAN E AT AND DRINK.
WHAT ONCE MAY HAVE SEEMED LIKE SCIENCE FICTION,
surgery without an incision is now a reality that is making lives
better for patients suffering from chronic acid reflux also known as
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). As the region’s leader in
minimally invasive surgery, Baptist Health Care was the first in the
area to offer patients an incisionless surgical solution that repairs
GERD. Known as Transoral Incisionless Fundoplication, or TIF, this
technique allows people of all ages to enjoy life without heartburn.
“The TIF procedure with the EsophyX device can significantly
improve quality of life for patients suffering with heartburn caused
by acid reflux,” says JohnTyson, M.D. a board-certified surgeon.
“Many patients take reflux medications that suppress acid production such as PPIs (proton pump inhibitors) to help relieve their
heartburn symptoms, yet are still unable to eat the foods they want,
or have to sleep sitting up to reduce nighttime reflux. In addition,
recent studies have shown that long-term use of PPIs can lead to
inadequate absorption of minerals such as calcium leading to bone
fractures. Studies have also shown that PPIs can interact with other
prescription medications reducing their efficacy. Clinical studies
show that at two years after the TIF procedure nearly 80 percent of
patients no longer need daily reflux medications and can eat and
drink foods and beverages they avoided for many years. Reflux no
longer impacts their life like it previously did.”
In a healthy patient, there is a natural valve between the esophagus and the stomach that forms a physical barrier preventing stomach
fluids from backwashing, or “refluxing,” up into the esophagus. “In
a patient with chronic GERD, this valve has become dysfunctional,”
explains Dr. Tyson. “The TIF procedure repairs the cause of acid reflux
and restores natural digestion using a small scope that is inserted by
mouth so no incisions are needed. Because the procedure is incisionless, there is reduced pain, no visible scar and most patients can get
back to their normal activities within a few days.”
“We are very excited to be able to offer our patients the same
incredible benefits as more invasive procedures without incisions,”
says Ken Strain, general surgery director, Baptist Hospital. “The TIF
procedure truly corrects GERD instead of masking the symptoms.
Reflux medications are only temporary solutions at best, and don’t
solve the underlying cause of acid reflux or prevent further disease
progression. This procedure actually repairs the cause of GERD.”

FAQS
ABOUT GERD

WHAT IS GASTROESOPHAGEAL REFLUX
DISEASE (GERD)?
It is the fl ow of the stomach’s contents and acid back up
into the esophagus. This happens when the esophageal
valve becomes weak or nonfunctional. GERD is also called
heartburn, reflux and esophageal reflux.

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF GERD?
Over the long term, persistent exposure of the delicate tissue
of the esophagus to the acid contents of the stomach can
cause chronic infl ammation or esophagitis, which can lead to a
potentially serious condition called Barrett’s Esophagus.

ARE THERE OTHER SYMPTOMS?
In some cases GERD sufferers may experience non-heartburn
symptoms. Symptoms may include hoarseness, persistent
cough, dental erosions, sore throat, discomfort in the ears and
nose and asthma-like symptoms. These symptoms cannot
typically be resolved through drug therapy.

HOW IS GERD TREATED?
In addition to dietary controls, medications like nonprescription antacids, PPIs (proton pump inhibitors) and H2
blockers help prevent the acceleration of GERD. Over time
however, these medications may lose their effectiveness
requiring increased dosage, increasing cost and increasing the
risk of long-term side effects.

WHAT CAN I EXPECT AFTER TIF
TREATMENT?
Most patients can return to work the next day or within a
few days following their TIF procedure. Patients will likely
experience some manageable discomfort in their chest, nose,
throat and stomach for the first few days to a week. Patients
will be asked to restrict physical activity for the fi rst week and
will be given dietary guidelines to help maximize their success
while their new anti-reflux valve heals.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

If you’re tired of expensive medications that only
provide temporary relief, contact us and learn how TIF
can get you back to living without pills and without
heartburn. Call Baptist Hospital at 850.469.2053.
JOHN W. TYSON, M.D., F.A.C.S., IS A MEMBER OF THE SURGERY GROUP,
AND A MEMBER OF THE MEDICAL STAFF AT BAPTIST HEALTH CARE.

Are you a candidate for TIF? Take our free online
quiz. Visit eBaptistHealthCare.org/GeneralSurgery/
IncisionlessAcidRefluxSurgery

GULF COAST HEALTH & LIFE
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pinpointing
the source
of

pain

what was causing the
patient’s agony? a special
kind of expertise
solved the mystery.
BarBara hicks was truly distraught. the 73year-old Pensacola woman was suffering from such intense pain in
her legs, back and abdomen last November, she couldn’t get out of bed
for weeks. Several doctors failed to find the cause of her pain and told
her they could find nothing wrong with her. She feared she’d miss her
grandson’s upcoming wedding.
then she was referred to the andrews Institute for Orthopaedics
& Sports Medicine’s David e. LeMay, M.D., who specializes in physical
medicine and rehabilitation (PM&r). “He took one look at me and
knew right away what the problem was,” Hicks says. “He said, ‘You have
shingles.’”
PM&r physicians, also called physiatrists, work at the intersection of orthopaedics and neurology. Shingles, which is a flare-up of the
chicken pox virus most of us had as children, causes intense pain in the
nerves, but is impossible to detect early on with typical imaging studies
like an MrI. “that’s why most doctors miss it,” Dr. LeMay says. but he
noticed the telltale rash on Hicks, which helped him make the proper
diagnosis.
Fortunately for Hicks, she’d come to the best place for her problem. “there tend to be two main categories within PM&r,” Dr. LeMay
explains. “One is about inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation for conditions such as stroke or a spinal cord or head injury. the other group

the
doctor
is in
10

works with musculoskeletal and nerve problems. Our main focus is to make a correct
diagnosis and treat symptoms so the patient
can be more functional.” He also coordinates
care with other physicians, physical therapists
and other medical providers to “treat the
whole person, not just the problem,” he says.
Patients who suffer from back and neck
bEt tEr now:
barbar a Hicks
pain can often benefit from non-surgical solutions to a wide range of nerve, muscle and
bone injuries, or illnesses that affect movement. For Hicks, treatment
included pain relief medications, steroid injections and an antiviral
medication to fight the infection.
relief came slowly — shingles is a difficult illness to treat correctly
— but it did come, and just in time. by the new year, she was feeling
great. Not only did she attend the wedding of her grandson (one of her
13 grandchildren), “I danced all night,” she says happily. “I didn’t think I
would live to be there. Dr. LeMay saved my life.”

to find out more

to schedule an appointment at the Andrews institute,
1040 Gulf Breeze Parkway, Gulf Breeze, fL, call
850. 916.8700 or visit theAndrewsinstitute.com.

Dr. David E. LeMay
Dr. David E. LeMay is a board-cer tified physical medicine and rehabilitation physician, an
independent af filiate of Baptist Health Care, of fering patients non-surgical solutions to a
wide range of ner ve, muscle and bone conditions that af fect how one moves. He specializes
in electrodiagnostic (EMG/NCS) medicine, spine and spor ts medicine, and has completed a
fellowship in anti-aging and regenerative medicine.

spring 2012
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Baptist hospital
transforms campus
projeCt features

less than two years ago, Baptist hospital,
the flagship facility for Baptist Health Care, announced
a vision that would transform its campus into one of the
most aesthetically and technologically advanced medical
facilities in the region. In March, that vision came to fruition and exceeded even the greatest expectations with the
completion of its $35 million project, one of the largest in
Baptist Health Care’s 60-year history.
Patients and visitors are now welcomed by the campus’s new main entrance on Moreno Street and an expansive
two-story addition providing convenient access to the
hospital, family areas and the Baptist Bistro. The operating
rooms have been expanded and updated to support the
growing number of innovative surgical services offered at
Baptist Hospital: oncology, heart and vascular, orthopaedics,
general surgery, obstetrics and gynecology, neurology, and a
wide range of general surgical services.
Baptist Hospital’s construction project embodies Baptist Health Care’s commitment to consistently
improve health care in the region. The modern design
and amenities complement the hospital’s long-standing
heritage of being the community’s hospital.
The new entrance to Baptist Hospital will serve as the
“gateway” to a better Baptist. “We are proud to make this
investment for our campus and the community,” says David
Wildebrandt, administrator at Baptist Hospital. “Patients are
at the center of all that we do. The new facility design places
our patients first by ensuring easy access and comfort.”

• New main entrance
• Two-story main lobby
• New family waiting areas
• Baptist Hospital pharmacy
• Operating room expansion including five
new digital operating rooms
• Progressive care unit
• Outpatient surgery
• New public and patient restrooms
• Baptist Bistro, indoor and outdoor dining areas
• Parking, landscaping and green space
• Updated public hallways, corridors
and department entries

Baptist Hospital’s new er:
caring, convenient, modern
Before Baptist Hospital completed its campus-wide construction project, it began
construction on a $1.9 million project for its Emergency Department. The renovations support the department’s care for more patients while reducing wait times.
The Baptist Hospital Emergency Department construction project includes
four phases. When it’s complete, the new department will feature 41 patient rooms.
The main emergency department will have 29 fully functional, monitored rooms,
including two trauma resuscitation rooms, plus one imaging room; six rooms dedicated for heart and vascular; and six rooms dedicated for behavioral medicine.
The new design focuses on efficiency. Centralized workstations for physicians
and staff will improve productivity, staff morale and patient satisfaction. New triage
areas will support the goal of helping patients more quickly receive the medical
care they need.

gulf Coast health & life
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staying well

in the news

Noteworthy people, projects aNd
awards at baptist he alth care
robin crum
Baptist Hospital and Baptist
medical Group welcome robin
Crum, an experienced boardcertified nurse midwife, to
the Baptist medical Group ladies First oB/Gyn practice
in Pensacola. Crum has
more than 25 years of
experience in providing personalized
care for women
during childbirth,
including as a
labor and delivery nurse and
six years as
a certified
nurse-midwife.

darlene sTone
darlene
stone has
joined
baptist
health care
as vice
president
and chief
human
resources
officer.
stone brings with her an extensive
background in human resources
strategy and operations. her proven
success in creating and sustaining
an employer of choice culture will be
an asset to the baptist family.

HearT rHyTHm CenTer

world’s
smallest
heart pump
Imagine having lifesaving heart surgery — and being able to walk
around just hours later. That’s now
possible thanks to Impella, the
world’s smallest heart pump, offered
by Baptist Health Care and Cardiology Consultants. The tiny pump
provides temporary support to the
heart so that even high-risk heart
patients can have faster recoveries
and better outcomes. Baptist Health
Care and Cardiology Consultants
are the first in the region to offer this
breakthrough technology. To see how
Impella works, visit
www.eBaptistHealthCare.org/Heart.

baptist is dedicated to utilizing advanced medical technologies combined with
compassionate care to address the needs of patients with heart and vascular conditions.
as the regional leaders in quality cardiovascular care, baptist health care and cardiology consultants are excited to announce the opening of the heart rhythm center, the
region’s most comprehensive heart center focused exclusively on the diagnosis and
treatment of complex heart rhythm disorders, known as arrhythmias. to learn more, visit
ebaptisthealthcare.org/heart.

baptist
is tops in
training
For the 11th consecutive
year, Baptist Health Care
has been named to Training
magazine’s Training Top 125
list, which ranks companies’
excellence in employer-sponsored
training and development programs. Baptist was ranked 25th among
the world’s best training and development organizations and also received
an Outstanding Training Initiative
award, an honor bestowed to only
five organizations within the Top 125.

12

single port
robotic surgery
Baptist Health Care, known for its skilled
and dynamic physicians, is proud to share
another milestone: Tracey Thomas-Doyle,
M.D., recently performed the first single-port
da Vinci® robotic hysterectomy in northwest Florida. The minimally invasive surgery
helps patients experience shorter hospital
stays and faster recovery times, as well as
decreased pain and blood loss. In less than
a day, the patient was walking around and
was able to return home, an outcome far
exceeding her expectations. Learn more at
eBaptistHealthCare.org/WomensServices.

richard matthews, m.d.
Baptist Medical Group and the Gulf Breeze
community welcome back to the area
Richard S. Matthews, M.D., F.A.A.F.P., an
experienced board-certified family medicine physician. Dr. Matthews looks forward
to welcoming previous patients and new
patients alike in Gulf Breeze and Navarre.
Learn more at BaptistMedicalGroup.org, or
call 850.934.0932.
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foundation focus

Celebrating
mom
What do you get the woman who gives and has everything? to celebrate
and honor their mother, Jan pace Cooper and Kathy pace searcy made
a generous gift to two Baptist health Care facilities in south santa rosa
County. now visitors to Gulf Breeze hospital and Baptist medical parknavarre will visit the Joann pace doman Women’s imaging Centers for
mammography services. Both facilities offer the latest in digital mammography technology.
one in eight american women will develop breast cancer during her
lifetime. When detected and treated early, the chance for cure is close to
100 percent. the gift from Jan and Kathy in honor of their mom supports
Baptist health Care’s mission to improve quality of life for people and
communities served.
Top, Bob Harriman, Gulf Breeze Hospital and Andrews Institute administrator and
Baptist Health Care senior vice president, and Patsy Myers, Gulf Breeze Hospital vice
president of operations and chief nursing officer, with JoAnn Pace Doman. Right,
Kathy Pace Searcy, JoAnn Pace Doman and Jan Pace Cooper tour a mammography
room in the JoAnn Pace Doman Women’s Imaging Center at Gulf Breeze Hospital.

Left, Thanh Duong-Wagner, M.D., F.A.C.C.,
F.A.S.E. Far left, Juliana Lemon, Jane Harris
and Gretchen Patti, heart attack survivor

the second annual little red dress luncheon took place at Bonefish
Grill on feb. 23 to celebrate women’s heart health. thanh h. duongWagner, m.d., f.a.C.C., f.a.s.e., Cardiology Consultants, shared her
expertise on the risks and warning signs of heart and vascular disease
specific to women. the luncheon, part of Baptist health Care’s monthlong campaign to increase awareness of heart disease, also raised
funds to support heart and vascular programs and services offered at
BhC locations throughout the region.

GivinG that improves health and quality of life
many opportunities exist to support Baptist health Care services. a contribution to the Baptist health Care foundation is an investment in the
health and well-being of our community. financial gifts — whether small or large — make a tremendous impact on our ability to serve. the Baptist
health Care foundation welcomes donations from individuals, families, businesses and organizations. Contributions can be designated for a
specific facility — such as Baptist hospital, Gulf Breeze hospital or the lakeview Children’s services Building — or to support a specific area such
as general surgery, heart and vascular care, cancer services, mother and baby, and foster care. donors also may choose to have their contribution
support the area of greatest need. to learn about how your contributions can improve health and quality of life in our local community, please call
850.434.4748 or visit us online at BaptisthealthCarefoundation.org.
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BeTTer cAre

make the most of your

doctor’s visit

it sounds simple enough: you go to your physician, get examined, ask your questions and learn what to do. But
unfortunately we often let hurry, worry or embarrassment keep us
from getting what we need from a doctor visit.
Try these tips to get the most benefit from this key encounter.

1

Be clear in scheduling physicals. If your

visit is for an annual physical exam, mention that to the office
staff when you make the appointment — they usually set aside more
time for physicals than for other visits.

2
3

make a list. Before your appointment, jot down the two

or three things you most want to ask the doctor. A list helps you
stay focused and remember the points you want to bring up.

Be specific. Without spending a lot of time on back-

ground, focus on your symptoms and describe them in as much
detail as possible. If you’re experiencing abdominal pain, for example,
explain how it feels when it occurs. Is it sharp or dull, sudden or
gradual, constant or intermittent? Does it happen after dinner? Is it
worse when you consume certain foods?

4

Bring records. If you have a copy of the results from a
recent test or a pertinent report from a specialist, bring it along.

9 tips for
using that
time wisely

5

get medicines checked. If you take several pre-

6
7

Bring a family memBer. Ask a spouse or an adult

scription medications, bring a list of them — or bring the pill
bottles themselves — for the doctor to review. You’d be surprised how
often a physician will find a medicine that is no longer beneficial, or
two drugs that duplicate each other — or even interact dangerously.

child to be present for all or part of a doctor’s visit to help you
recall what’s important.

speak up promptly. Some patients leave their biggest
fear or worry for the end of the visit, when the doctor is finishing
the conversation. Mention big concerns early to be sure there is time
to address them.
don’t try to Be your own doctor. It’s good
to do research, but resist jumping to conclusions about your
condition — despite that dead-on diagnosis you may have found on
the Internet! Describe what you’re feeling, and you and your physician
can decide what it means.

8
9

summarize. Before the doctor leaves the room, ask for a

moment to repeat back to him or her a summary of the main
things you learned during the visit. That will help make sure you got
it right.

Research shows that doctors base up to 80 percent of diagnoses on patient reports of symptoms and history.
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WHAT’S HAPPeNING

baptist health care presents

wellness e vents for your good he alth

live – love – learn
women’s health event
2012
baptist Hospital
1000 w. moreno st.
mon., may 14, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
ladies, bring your bFFs and enjoy a celebration
just for you at the new baptist hospital campus. enjoy mini-seminars, free health screenings,
healthy cooking demonstrations, fitness demonstrations and physician presentations on great
topics. Drawings for great prizes will be held.
Valet parking is available. For more information,
call 850.469.2305 or visit ebaptisthealthcare.
org/Womensservices

bedtime story: restful sleep is ke y to wellbeing

Physicians at BaPtist health care
do more than just administer quality care;
they’re also committed to educating the
community on health topics of vital
interest. Here we spotlight three of our
upcoming free seminars presented by our
experts. To RSVP, call 850.469.7897.

fitness
The key to managing your weight, improving your mood and even preventing diabetes may lie in a single step. That’s the
beginning of building up to walking 10,000
steps, or approximately five miles, per day,
as recommended by Shape Up America!
(www.shapeup.org) and many health
professionals. Tips to help you: build up
to 10,000 gradually; wear good sneakers;
and use a pedometer to track progress.
for more information:

“10,000 StepS to better health”
Presented by Myron Almond, M.D.
Baptist Hospital, Medical Meeting Rooms,
1000 West Moreno St.,
Wed., April 11, 11:30 a.m. lunch;
noon to 1 p.m. seminar

directives

sleeP

If you were very ill or hurt, how much
medical intervention would you want?
Advance directives are legal documents that
allow you to: 1.) designate a trusted person
to make decisions for you, and
2.) inform health care providers and loved
ones about your wishes regarding dialysis,
tube feeding, organ or tissue donation and
more. The American Hospital Association
has developed helpful tools for understanding the process at www.putitinwriting.org.

Getting enough rest is just as important
to health as eating right and exercising, but
research shows that a good night’s sleep
remains elusive for up to 33 percent of
Americans. If that’s true for you, try a
pre-bedtime snack combining proteins
and carbohydrates, as suggested by The
National Sleep Foundation (think cereal
with milk, cheese and crackers, or peanut
butter on toast). The reason: Proteins
contain a sleep-inducing amino acid, tryptophan, and carbohydrates make it easier
for it to reach the brain.
If sleep deprivation is a chronic problem for you, a health care professional can
help you determine whether sleep apnea,
insomnia or periodic leg movement could
be the culprit.

for more information

“UnderStanding
advance directiveS and
palliative care”
Presented by Kelly Markham, L.C.S.W.
Baptist Medical Park – Nine Mile, Azalea
Room, 9400 University Pkwy.,
Thurs., April 26, 11:30 a.m. lunch;
noon to 1 p.m. seminar

for more information
to learn more about our health and wellness opportunities, please call 850.469.7897
or visit GetHealthyPensacola.com
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for more information:

“tired of being tired”
Presented by Wayne Peacock, R.P.S.G.T.,
Baptist Health Care Sleep and Neurodiagnostics Manager, Andrews Institute
Athletic Performance & Research Pavilion,
Conference Room B, 1040 Gulf Breeze
Pkwy., Tues., April 17, 11:30 a.m. lunch;
noon to 1 p.m. seminar
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Alex Ramirez

Heart Survivor

The Region’s Choice
for Heart Care
Baptist has always been known for the
highest quality, patient centered care
and outreach in our communities. Now
Baptist’s nationally recognized heart
and vascular team is even stronger
because we’re working in partnership
with the physicians of Cardiology
Consultants, the region’s largest, most
experienced team in cardiovascular
care. Together we offer the latest in
cardiovascular technology, awardwinning quality and unparalleled care.
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I WOULD TELL ANYONE TO GO
TO BAPTIST FOR HEART CARE.
When I was having chest pain, my heart was racing and I felt short
of breath, I went to Jay Hospital Emergency Room. I soon learned
that I had an irregular heartbeat, a hole in my heart and needed
surgery. Initially, I was scared, but the staff’s expertise with the
latest technology allowed me to have my surgery and return
home the same day. The staff was compassionate and thorough.
They love what they do and it shows! For more on Alex’ story, visit
www.eBaptistHealthCare.org/Heart.
Baptist Health Care and Cardiology Consultants are nationally
recognized for quality care and innovation. Call 850.484.6500 or
visit us online to make a doctor appointment. Ask for us by name.
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